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Abstract 
Barge, M. and R.M. Gillette, A fixed point theorem for plane separating continua, Topology and 
its Applications 43 (1992) 203-212. 
If an orientation preserving plane homeomorphism F has a fixed prime end associated with an 
invariant continuum d that separates the plane into exactly two domains, then F has a fixed 
point in A. 
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Introduction 
In [7], Cartwright and Littlewood prove that if F is an orientation preserving 
homeomorphism of the plane leaving invariant an externally stable continuum I 
and if F fixes a prime end associated with the unbounded component of the 
complement of I, then F has a fixed point in Z [7, Theorem 31. Similarly, Alligood 
and Yorke [l] show that a fixed prime end of a basin boundary implies the existence 
of a fixed point in the boundary. In both cases the proofs rely heavily on the 
assumption that the continuum (or basin boundary) attracts (repells) nearby points 
under iteration of the homeomorphism. Such a condition is avoided in the main 
theorem of this paper: If F is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of the plane 
and A is a continuum in the plane that is invariant under F and that separates the 
plane into exactly two domains, at least one of which has a prime endjxed by F, then 
F has a jixed point in A. 
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In the papers of Cartwright and Littlewood and Alligood and Yorke the stability 
or instability assumption allows the authors to determine that a fixed point lies, in 
fact, in the frontier of the domain with the fixed prime end and, further, that if the 
fixed points of the homeomorphism are isolated, there is a fixed point accessible 
from the domain with the fixed prime end. A simple example shows that no such 
conclusions can be obtained with our weaker assumptions. 
Background and notation 
Throughout this paper, F will stand for an orientation preserving homeomorphism 
of the plane and A will denote a continuum (compact, connected, nonempty subset), 
invariant under F (F(A) = A), that separates the plane into precisely two domains 
U, (bounded) and U, (unbounded). By setting F(a) = ~0, F extends to an orientation 
preserving homeomorphism of the sphere S* = [w2 u (00). Associated with U, and 
U, u (00) are the prime end compactijcations 6, and U,za} which we define (for 
Ui) below. 
A cross-cut of U, is a simple (Jordan) arc C that lies in U, except for its endpoints, 
which lie in A. Let & denote C less its endpoints. A sequence C, , C,, . . . of cross-cuts 
of Uj is called a chain provided: 
(i) C,nC,=@for m#n; 
(ii) C,, separates U, into two domains, one of which ( W,) contains en_, and 
the other (V,,) contains c,,,, ; 
(iii) the diameter of C,, tends to zero as n + ~0. 
Two chains {C,} and {Ck} are equivalent provided each domain V, contains all 
but finitely many of the e: and each Vl, contains all but finitely many of the e,,. 
The equivalence class of a chain {C,,} in Ui, denoted by [{C,}], is called a prime 
end of U,. Let fit = U, u {P 1 P is a prime end of Ui}. A base for a topology on fii 
is given by sets of the form Vu {P 1 P is a prime end of U, represented by a chain 
{C,} with &,, c V for all n} where V is open in Ui. The compactification U,~W} 
is defined analogously. 
By the Riemann Mapping Theorem there are conformal homeomorphisms & : 6 + 
U, and $, : 6 + U, u {CO} where D is the open unit disk D = {z E C 1 IzI < 1). It is a 
theorem of Caratheodory [6] that such homeomorphisms extend to homeomorph- 
isms I+$ : D + fij and +, : D + Ue7~} of the closed disk onto the prime end compac- 
tifications. Let & : i’, + fii and fie : U,za} + Uez~} be defined by FiIu, = FI “*, 
~i([{Cn)I) = [{F(Cn))I, fie I U,utm)= ~1 U,u(m)> and fie,([{C,)l) = HHG)lI. Then Fi 
and fie are homeomorphisms that induce topologically conjugate homeomorphisms 
J;:D~Dandf,:D~DofthecloseddiskbyJ;=*;’~i*iandf,=~,,‘ib*,.Wewill 
say that F has ajxed prime end associated with A provided either J; or fe has a fixed 
point on the boundary of the disk. 
If P is a prime end of U, or U, u {a}, the principal set of P is Pr( P) = {x E A I for 
some chain {C,,} with [{C,}] = P, lim,,, C,, = x}. The principal set of a prime end 
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is a continuum and if x E Pr( P) there is a chain {C,} representing P such that each 
cross-cut C, is an arc of a circle of radius E, centered at x with E, + 0. Finally, if 
{C,,} is a chain in lJi or U, u {a}, then {cl($~‘( e,,))}, or {cl($~‘( e,))}, is a chain 
in fi. Proofs of the above assertions can be found in [S, Chapter 91. 
For convenience, we will confuse a parameterization of a simple closed curve in 
R2 with its image. Thus y may stand for a map from the circle S’ into R2 (always 
taken counterclockwise orientation preserving) and for the curve y(S’). Given an 
open connected, simply connected set U c lR*, an orientation preserving homeo- 
morphism (onto its image) G : U + IL?‘, and a simple closed curve y c U on which 
G is fixed point free, the index of G around y, i(G; y), is defined as the degree of 
the map g : S’+ S’ given by 
G(Y(~)) - y(t) 
g(r)= lIG(r(t))-r(t)ll' 
The following elementary facts concerning this index are easily verified: 
(i) i(G; y) does not depend on the (counterclockwise) parameterization of 
Y(S’k 
(ii) if Go: U + lFt2 and G, : U + IX* are isotopic via an isotopy G, : U + R* with 
the property that G, is fixed point free on y for all t E [0, 11, then i( G,; y) = i(G, ; y); 
(iii) if y1 : S’ + U and y2 : S’ + U are homotopic by way of a homotopy y, : S’ + U 
having the property that G is fixed point free on y, for all t E [0, 11, then i( G; yO) = 
i(G; Y,); 
(iv) if W is the domain bounded by the simple closed curve y and i( G; y) # 0, 
then G has a fixed point in W; 
(v) if G(U)c U and 8: U+ VCR*. IS an orientation preserving homeomorph- 
ism, then i( BGK’; 8~) = i( G; y). 
We will use a theorem of Cartwright and Littlewood which states that an orienta- 
tion preserving plane homeomorphism that leaves invariant a nonseparating con- 
tinuum must have a fixed point in that continuum [7]. Shorter proofs than the 
original have been given, in particular M. Brown has obtained a one-page proof 
using the Brouwer lemma on translation arcs [3]. As an application of our methods 
we will sketch yet another proof of the Cartwright-Littlewood theorem. 
A fixed point theorem 
We begin this section with an example. Let A be a continuum consisting of two 
disjoint closed disks together with a pair of arcs spiraling onto them as in Fig. 1. 
Let F be an orientation preserving homeomorphism of the plane that rotates each 
disk about its center, say through an angle of n, that leaves the spiraling arcs 
invariant, and that is fixed point free on the arcs. Then A separates the plane into 
exactly two domains, Ui and U,, and F has two fixed prime ends associated with 
each of U, and U,. Note that the fixed points of F 1 d lie in the interiors of the two 
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Fig. 1. 
disks. Thus, even though there are fixed prime ends associated with the continuum 
Fr( Ui) (the frontier of CJi), F has no fixed points in Fr( Ui). Consequently, we see 
the necessity of the hypothesis in Theorem 1 that A separates the plane into exactly 
two domains. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that F is an orientation preserving homeomorphism of the plane 
and that A is a continuum in the plane, invariant under F, that separates the plane 
into exactly two domains. If F has a fixed prime end associated with A, then F has a 
fixed point in A. 
The main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1 is Lemma 2 below. One can prove 
this lemma more quickly using the Lefschetz fixed point formula (cf. [5]). We have 
opted for an elementary and geometrically appealing approach based on work of 
M. Brown [4] and Pelikan and Slaminka [12]. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that A is a nonseparating continuum in the sphere S2 and that 
F: S2+ S2 is an orientation preserving homeomorphism such that F(A) = A and 
F(p) = p for some p & A. Suppose further that y is a simple closed curve in S2 that is 
disjoint from A u {p}, that separates A from p, and on which F has no fixed points. 
Let @I : S2\A + IX2 and +2 : S2\{ p} + R2 be orientation preserving homeomorphisms 
onto the plane. Let ri=+,(y), and let Gi=$ioFo4;‘:R2-+R2 for i-1,2. Then 
i(G,;r,)+i(G,;T,)=2. 
Proof. By means of the free modifications introduced by M. Brown [4], Pelikan 
and Slaminka [12] have shown that there is a homeomorphism G: that is isotopic 
to G, = Gy by a compactly supported isotopy Gi: R2+ LQ’ having the property that 
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Gi(x)=x if and only if G,(x) =x, and such that Gi I,., is in canonical form. 
Specifically, letting D, be the closed disk bounded by r, : 
(i) Gi(D,) n D, is connected; 
(ii) Gt(T,) n I-, is finite and the intersections are topologically transverse; 
(iii) if (Y is a component of r, n G:(D,) and /3 is a component of G:(T,) n 
cl(R*\D,) such that cy u /3 is a simple closed curve, then either (G:))‘(P) 3 (Y, in 
which case (Y is called a hyperbolic arc, or (G:))‘(P) c (Y, in which case (Y is called 
an elliptic arc; and 
(iv) either all arcs a as in (iii) are hyperbolic or all such (Y are elliptic. 
It follows from the existence of the isotopy GI and a simple calculation that 
i(G,;r,)=i(G:;T,)=l+e-h 
where e is the number of elliptic arcs for Gi on r, and h is the number of hyperbolic 
arcs (one of e or h is zero by (iv)) (see Fig. 2). 
Now let G:: R* + lR* be defined by 
G;(x) = 
1 
G,(x), if XE &(A), 
@z+~‘G~@~+~‘(x), if x E R’\&(4). 
One can easily check that Gl is a well-defined bijection (n is invariant under F and 
G:$,(p) = 4,(p)) and is, in fact, a homeomorphism since, for x sufficiently near 
(but not in) &(n), c$,c$;‘(x) lies outside the compact set off which G, and G: 
agree so that &+T’G:6,dY’(x) = 42dY’G,614Y’(x) = &~1’&&1’+,$1’(~) = 
&F+;‘(x) = G2(x). Also, Gl is isotopic to G2 = Gi by the isotopy 
(G1 ?( 1 
Fig. 2. i(GI;I‘,)=l+O-3=-Z 
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with the property that G;(x) = x if and only if G2(x) = x. Moreover, Gi 1 1i is in 
canonical form. Note that if (Y, and (Ye are consecutive (cyclically ordered on r,) 
components of G:(Q) n r,, then the arc (Y’ on rl between (Y, and (Ye is a component 
of G;(cl(R2\D,)) n r,. 
Letting D2 be the closed disk bounded by r,, it follows from the transversality 
of G:(T,) n r1 and the assumption that y separates A from p (the outside of r, 
becomes the inside of r2 under 4&F’) that &+;‘((Y’) is a component of G:(Q) n 
T’,. Furthermore, if (pi and a2 are hyperbolic for G: , then &~;‘(cY’) is elliptic for 
Gi and if CX, and a2 are elliptic for G:, then &~F’((Y’) is hyperbolic for Gi (see 
Fig. 3). In this way we see that the elliptic arcs of G: on rl are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the hyperbolic arcs for G: on r2 and the hyperbolic arcs of 
G: on rl are in one-to-one correspondence with the elliptic arcs of G: on r,. We 
thus have, with e and h as before for G: on r, : i( G,; I’,) = i(Gi; I’,) = 1+ h -e, 
so that i(G,;r,)+i(G,;r,)=(l+e-h)+(l+h-e)=2. 0 
G2(r2) 
Fig. 3. 
Let A and F be as in Theorem 1 and let 
complement of Fr( Ui), the frontier of Ui. 
W be the unbounded component of the 
Lemma 3. Zf P is a jixed prime end of lJi and if F Id is jixed point free, then 
Pr( P) 2 Fr( W). 
Proof. If P is a fixed prime end, then the principal set Pr(P) is a subcontinuum of 
A invariant under F. Let x E Fr( W) and let B be an open ball centered at x. Then 
B n W # P, and, since W is a component of the complement of Fr( Ui), B n U, # 0. 
Suppose that B n Pr( P) = 0. Then U, u B u W is contained in the unbounded com- 
ponent of R’\Pr( P) and the continuum L = Pr( P) u (U A), A = { VI V is a component 
of R’\Pr( P), V bounded, V n U, = 0}, is a continuum contained in A that is invariant 
under F and that does not separate the plane. But then, by the Cartwright-Littlewood 
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Fixed Point Theorem, F 1 L would have a fixed point, contrary to the assumption 
that F has no fixed points in A. This B n Pr(P) # 0 and, since B can be taken 
arbitrarily small, x E Pr(P) so we have Fr( W) c Pr(P). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose, instead, that F Id is fixed point free and that F fixes 
some prime end of U, (the proof in case a prime end of U, u (00) is fixed is similar). 
Let W be as in Lemma 3 and let x E Fr( W) so that x E Pr(P) for all fixed prime 
ends P of lJi. We may therefore select, for each such P, a chain {C,,(P)} representing 
P such that each cross-cut C,(P) is an arc of some circle of radius G 8 (E > 0 to be 
chosen later) centered at x. For each n let V,,(P) be the component of Ui\C,,( P), 
as in the definition of chain, so that { V,,(P)} is a nested decreasing sequence of 
domains. Let c,(P) = cl( +;‘( C,,( P))), v,(P) = $i’( V,,(P)), and let z(P) = I,!J;‘( P) E 
S’. Then, for each prime end P fixed by F, z(P) is a point in the boundary S’ of 
the unit disk D fixed by f; and {c,(P)} is a chain of cross-cuts of 6 converging to 
z(P). For each fixed P and each n, let a,(P) = cl( u,( P)) n S’ so that {a,(P)} is a 
nested decreasing sequence of arcs on S’ with {z(P)} = n,z, a,(P) and z(P) E d,(P) 
for each n (see Fig. 4). 
Fig. 4. 
Since the fixed point set {z(P) 1 gi( P) = P} off; ) y is compact, there is a finite 
collection {P,},?, of fixed prime ends of U, and corresponding integers {H;},: 1 such 
that lJJ”=r d,,(P) contains the fixed point set off; Is1 and the a,!(c) are pairwise 
disjoint. Recall that x (the center of the circles of radius GE on which the cross-cuts 
C,(P) lie) is in A so that F(x) # x. Thus, by taking E > 0 sufficiently small we may 
insurethatF(C,,(P,))nC,,(P,)=0forj,kE{l,..., m> so thatf;(c,,(Pj)) n c,,(Pk) = 
0 forj, kE{l,..., m}. 
To simplify notation, let c, = c,, (P,), v, = ZI,, (4), and uj = a,,( 4) for j = 1, . . . , m. 
Since uj contains a fixed point off; 1 y and since f;( c,) n cj = 0, either f;( a,) c 6, and 
J;(uj)c 4, orf;‘(u,)c 6, and f;‘(v,)= v,. 
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By assumption F IJ is fixed point free so there is a neighborhood of A in R2 in 
which F has no fixed points. It follows that there is an r, O< r < 1, so that f; has 
no fixed points in the open annulus {zl r < IzI < l}. By taking F > 0 smaller, if 
necessary, we may arrange that v,, f;(v,), and f;‘(u,) all lie in {z 1 r-c IzI < I} for 
j=l,...,m. 
Let the numbering be chosen so that the arcs aj are cyclically ordered on S’ as 
j varies from 1 to m. Since A has no fixed points in the gaps on S’ between the a,, 
we see that iff;(u,)c 6j, thenf;‘(a,,,)c 6j*l and iff;‘(a,)c ~j, thenh(a,,,)c Z,+, 
(indices taken mod m). Thus m = 2k 2 2 is even. Moreover, if 6 is the simple closed 
curve 
then J; Is is fixed point free and i(J; 6) = 1 - k s 0 (see Fig. 5). Let yi c {z I r < (z/ < l} 
be a simple closed curve homotopic, in {z ( r < IzI s l}, to 6 and let y: = I&( yi) c Uj. 
Then 
i( F; y;) = i(f;; y) = i(f;; 6) = 1 - k G 0. 
We now examine the behavior of F on U, and consider two cases. 
Case 1: No prime ends of U, u {CO} urejixed by F. In this case fe 1 s1 is fixed point 
free so that i( fe; S’) = 1. Let yc c 6 be close enough to S’ so that there are no fixed 
points of fe in the annulus bounded by ye and S’. Then i(fe; ye) = i(fe; S’) = 1. 
fi(C3) 
Fig. 5. i(f;;S)=l-2=-l. 
Case 2: Fjixes some prime end of U, u (00). In this case we may argue (as before 
to obtain yi) that there is a simple closed curve ye c 6 such that i( fe; ye) = 1 - k’s 0 
and such that all fixed points of fr in the annulus bounded by ye and S’ lie on S’. 
Thus, in either case, there is a simple closed curve ye in fi such that i(fe; ye/e) c 1 
and such that fe has no fixed points in the annulus bounded by ye and S’ other 
than those on S’. 
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We now are in position to apply Lemma 2. Let y = $,(-ye), ,I = A u U,, p = 00, 
4,= ~o$P’, where 4: fi-+C is the homeomorphism 4(z) = z/(1 -lzl), and let 
&: R2u {co}\{co}+lR2 be the identity. We then have that i(F; y)+ i(fe; ye) = 2 so 
that i( F; y) 2 1, since i(f@; ye) < 1. By construction, yi and y bound an annulus 
(containing A) on which F is fixed point free. By homotoping yi to y across this 
annulus, we see that i(F; y:) = i(F; y). But i( F; y:) d 0 and i(F; y) 3 1 so the 
assumption that F 1 d is fixed point free must be false. 0 
Note. If F is orientation reversing, then F automatically has fixed points in A by 
a recent theorem of Kupperberg [ 111. 
As another application of the technique used to prove Theorem 1 we sketch a 
proof of a theorem of Cartwright and Littlewood (see [3,7,9]). 
Cartwright-Littlewood Fixed Point Theorem. Suppose that F is an orientation preserv 
ing homeomorphism of the plane and A is a nonseparating continuum in the plane 
invariant under F. Then F has a$xed point in A. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that F 1 A is fixed point free. By use of the Brouwer 
reduction lemma (cf. [lo]) we may assume that A contains no proper invariant 
subcontinua. Let U, = R2\A and let U,zm} be the prime end compactification of 
U, u {a}, let I,!J~ : D + U,zm} be the extension of a conformal homeomorphism 
and let fe : D + D be the homeomorphism induced by F. If fe I sl has no fixed points, 
then i(fr; S’) = 1. Then, using Lemma 2 as in the proof of Theorem 1, there is a 
simple closed curve y bounding a disk containing A and containing no fixed points 
of F such that i( F; y) = 2 - 1 = 1, which is not possible. If fr 1 s1 has fixed points, 
consider a prime end P fixed by F. Then Pr(P) is a subcontinuum of A invariant 
under F so Pr( P) = A (this replaces the use of Lemma 3 in the proof of Theorem 
1). As in the proof of Theorem 1 there is a simple closed curve ye c 6 near S’ such 
that i(fe; ye) = 1 - kc 0. Then, by Lemma 2, i(F; $<( ye)) = 2 - i(_&; ye) 2 2 and again 
we have the impossible situation of a simple closed curve bounding a disk on which 
F is fixed point free yet around which F has nonzero index. 0 
It follows immediately from Theorem 1 that if F has a periodic prime end of 
least period q associated with A, then 
Fq= Fo.. .oF 
has a fixed point in A. We have been unable to prove that, in this situation, F must 
have a periodic point of (least) period q in A. We believe that more is true. 
Conjecture. If the rotation number off; I sl, or one minus the rotation number of 
LIA is the reduced rational p/q (0 < p < q, if p = 0 let q = l), then there is a periodic 
point in A of least period q and rotation number p/q. 
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A proof of the above in case A irreducibly separates the plane (that is, no proper 
subcontinuum of A separates the plane) can be found in [2]. 
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